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OVERVIEW 
The ConferenceSHOT ePTZ auto-framing camera for videoconferencing makes collaborating easy. Vaddio’s 
ConferenceSHOT ePTZ delivers a dynamic, hands-free video experience that recreates the one-to-one 
videoconference experience perfect for hybrid working environments. The unique custom settings included with the 
camera make it ideal for enterprises that want professional-quality video for various meeting room environments.

The ConferenceSHOT ePTZ USB camera has a wide 129° field of view, making it perfect for small collaboration 
rooms and huddle spaces. The built-in microphone is a convenient feature when mounting the ConferenceSHOT 
ePTZ on mobile display carts or in huddle rooms. Use existing room audio systems with the audio I/O ports located 
on the bottom of the camera.

When setting up the camera, select one of three primary settings for how sensitive you want the camera auto-
framing to be.
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Conservative Conference Responsive Conference Default Conference

Designed for low-motion 
environments, where little 
tracking action is needed. This 
mode is perfect for locations with 
glass walls or near busy 
walkways with visual 
background noise.

The perfect option when you 
have teams that utilize the whole 
room – like collaborating on 
whiteboards or brainstorming at 
flipcharts and want their remote 
colleagues to stay right with the 
action. This mode quickly adjusts 
the image to include people 
entering and exiting the meeting 
space.

The sweet spot where most 
teams are happy with the system 
performance.



FEATURES

ORDERING INFORMATION 

•  Advanced Intelligent Framing algorithms keep your
participants in view

• 5x zoom with a 129° horizontal field of view

•  Simultaneous USB 3.0, HDMI and H.264 IP
Streaming (RTSP or RTMP)

•  Integrated omnidirectional microphone with built-in
Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC)

• Balanced audio line in and out

• Three custom settings for auto-framing sensitivity

•  Free Vaddio Deployment Tool for remote
management, updates and more
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The camera comes with a wall mount that allows the camera to tilt up and down ensuring proper framing of 
the conference table. The camera has a USB 3.0 Type C port, HDMI and audio I/O to easily integrate with 
existing room audio systems.  The camera also has built-in RTSP and RTMP streaming capabilities for one-
button streaming to popular services like YouTube, Facebook, Twitch, Vimeo and more.

The ConferenceSHOT ePTZ auto-framing camera is a simple plug-and-play video and audio peripheral with 
popular conferencing clients like Microsoft Teams, Zoom, and Google Meet. AV and IT managers love the 
option of customizing camera performance for different environments and meeting types, mass firmware 
updates, video stream preview for troubleshooting, and free local technical support without any service 
contracts.




